Curt tow

The 8 Best Curt Hitches of Share on facebook Facebook. Share on twitter Twitter. Share on
linkedin LinkedIn. Adapt your trailer hitch to any towing situation with the highly versatile and
easily adjustable design of this adjustable ball mount. Constructed from high-strength steel,
this adjustable hitch ball mount is ready to work. The 2-inch ball is rated for a capacity of 10,
lbs. This adjustable ball hitch comes with a standard shank to fit virtually any standard 2-inch x
2-inch trailer hitch receiver. See Details. This trailer hitch is rated for 6, lbs. This class 3 hitch
equips your vehicle with a standard 2-inch x 2-inch hitch receiver, allowing for a wide variety of
towing options. Every CURT class 3 trailer hitch design is tested in real-world, on-vehicle
conditions at our Detroit engineering facility. This tow hitch is protected with a unique dual-coat
finish of rust-resistant liquid Bonderite and highly durable black powder coat. The two finishes
are co-cured together for exceptional resistance to rust, chipping and UV rays. Aftermarket
hitches are tested according to SAE J standards for the utmost safety while hauling. This trailer
hitch is rated for 3, lbs. This trailer hitch is rated for 5, lbs. Curt's pride and claim to fame is the
fact that their products are American-made. View all Curt Manufacturing products available at
hitchweb. CURT Manufacturing is well known for their competitive pricing and unsurpassed
quality. CURT is one the leaders in the industry and that's been possible through recognizing
the importance of the customer and their people. Curt has become a well-known brand, they
understand the meaning of giving value to the customer, and they're able to support that by
providing a quality made Curt hitch at a reasonable price. Our selection of Curt Hitches in
Canada is hard to beat, with many locations accross Canada to ship from makes it real easy to
ship the product quickly and free. Your cart is empty. Sign in. List Price. Your Price. Product
Image. Update Comments. Product Addons for. Empty Cart. Please log in! Clear Filters. Front
Receivers. Weight Distribution. Wiring Harness. Cargo Carriers. Bike Carriers. Brake Controls.
Sort By. No results found. Add All To Cart. Products Related To This Search. Your search
returned result s. All Rights Reserved. Powered by zeckoShop. Close Add to cart. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Whatever
your task at hand -- whether it's launching that boat before daybreak, setting up your camper
before the rush or getting a final load to the dump before close -- CURT class 3 trailer hitches
offer the strength needed for serious towing. They make it easy to hitch up and Bring It, offering
a vehicle-specific fit and the weight capacity to handle a variety of trailers. Custom class 3
hitches are the most common type of receiver hitch for pickup trucks and SUVs. Because of
their weight range, they are also found on full-size cars, crossovers and minivans. Each
custom-fit class 3 hitch package is made for vehicle-specific mounting. This particular kit fits
certain years of the Toyota Sienna see application info to verify vehicle compatibility. It provides
a weight carrying capacity of 3, lbs. GTW and lbs. It is also compatible with a weight distribution
hitch for level towing and a rating of 5, lbs. WD and lbs. Each class 3 hitch has a 2" receiver
tube and is tested in accordance with SAE J for safety. To ensure that CURT class 3 receiver
hitches have what it takes for serious trailering, they are designed using a hands-on approach
and are constructed with rugged, high-strength steel and precise welding. We also protect our
class 3 hitches in a co-cured finish of liquid A-coat and black powder coat for superior
resistance to rust, chipping and UV damage. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical
products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy
every mile of the journey. At CURT, we think every hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design,
meaning seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next adventure. To truly let you
Bring It, our custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid
Bonderite, inside and out, and durable powder coat. Our hitches come in five classes, offering a
range of weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. We use actual vehicles and cutting-edge
software to develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit your unique
make and model. A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding ensures
production efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each hitch. For
maximum protection, our hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite
undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Our custom-fit trailer
hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for safety and
performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. Camping trips with
family and friends build memories that last a lifetime. CURT offers the equipment needed to tow
everything from teardrop trailers and popup campers to full-length travel trailers. Add even
more adventure by utilizing the receiver tube of your hitch for a CURT hitch-mounted bike rack
or cargo carrier. Do you find the bubbling sound of a boat motor therapeutic? Do you love
lounging on the water with a fishing rod in one hand and a cold drink in the other? No matter
where your next aquatic adventure lies, we offer the weight capacity to tow everything from a
simple fishing boat to a small yacht. And with our co-cured finish applied to each custom hitch,

moisture and rust will be the least of your worries. Is speed the adrenaline rush you need to get
through your week? Do you live on the edge and constantly push yourself to new limits? For
added safety and security on the road, we also offer a variety of cargo straps to keep your toys
locked down tight. Tough jobs require serious tools. From the farm to the construction site to
the industrial park, CURT class 5 hitches are designed and tested to keep up with the
hardworking lifestyle. Skip to main content. See All Buying Options. About this item This fits
your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous
page. Next page. More items to explore. Allen Sports 4-Bike Hitch Racks for 2 in. What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? Compare with similar items. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? User Manual [PDF ]. Warranty [PDF ]. Important information Legal Disclaimer The
information provided is for general informational purposes only. From the manufacturer.
Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products
and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile
of the journey. CURT Trailer Hitches We offer a custom fit for nearly every vehicle At CURT, we
think every hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design, meaning seamless integration and a
reliable connection for your next adventure. But our standards don't stop at vehicle-specific To
truly let you Bring It, our custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured
finish of liquid Bonderite, inside and out, and durable powder coat. We make over 1, different
hitch models Our hitches come in five classes, offering a range of weight capacities and
receiver tube sizes. Key features of CURT hitches Vehicle-specific design for a custom fit every
time Dual-layer rust, chip and UV-resistant finish Weight capacities ranging from 2, to 20, lbs.
Manufactured to let you enjoy your passion. Expertly engineered We use actual vehicles and
cutting-edge software to develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit
your unique make and model. Precisely welded A combination of robotic welding and skilled
manual welding ensures production efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise
fit for each hitch. Co-cured finish For maximum protection, our hitches are mechanically
descaled and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite undercoating, inside and out, and durable black
powder coat finish. Thoroughly tested Our custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in
America, but every design is rigorously tested for safety and performance at our Detroit testing
facility according to SAE J specifications. Relax on the water Do you find the bubbling sound of
a boat motor therapeutic? Conquer new terrain Is speed the adrenaline rush you need to get
through your week? Master the job Tough jobs require serious tools. Customers who bought
this item also bought. NoTubes Tire Sealant. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I've installed 4 different Curt hitches on different types
of cars and they always have accurate detailed instructions. This one is the latest one that I put
on my Toyota Sienna. This would get five stars if it were not for the angle of the receiver tube.
After installing this it looked great, but when I put my bike rack on, I found that the receiver tube
was angled upwards. As you can see from the picture, the angle is very pronounced. With a bike
on there, the handle bar is less than an inch from the back window. Believing this to be a
manufacturing flaw, I started a return process to get a new one. However, the Curt tech support
assured me that the angle is by design. The idea being that at the maximum tongue weight, it
will sit level. Still seems like too much, but I'm sure it's based on thoughtful engineering
deliberation and accurate simulation with the most wammerdyne finite element analysis
software known to man. I will use this for occasional light towing, but the bike rack is the main
usage. Not wanting to replace my back window every time I feel the need to get some dirt, I have
some options. The Curt tech support offered that I could use washers to shim part of the
mounting flange to try to rotate it down. I'm not sure how this would down-rate the towing
capacity if at all , but it's something to consider. The other option is to use an 8" receiver tube
extension. I'm not sure how I'm going to handle it yet. Bottom line is that the fit is really good
and the hitch fits well. It's not so obvious as other manufacturer's options and it looks really
good. Let's just flatten out the receiver tube a little. Images in this review. Happy with the
purchase installed without much trouble onto my Toyota Sienna. It seems solid with good
powder coated back finish. Installation requires cutting the plastic spash guard that protects the
van's back underside, and cutting feels a bit like a blind shot in the dark. I would have paid more
if the kit included a simple paper template that lines up with the splash guard if it would have
facilitated a smaller, cleaner cut. Nevertheless I am happy with the purchase. By Steven

Michaelis on April 7, Mounted this myself in our Toyota Sienna, so it took some time and
required a breaker bar. Had to modify the plastic scuff plate that covers the muffler and
brackets. Happy with the product so far! Overall, a really nice product! This hitch fit great on a
our Toyota Sienna LE. When installed, it fits snugly under the back bumper, about a high as you
can get it. The hitch itself is built like a tank, nicely welded and powder coated in gloss black.
There is a durable sticker visible after install showing the Class 3 rating and weight limits. On
my install, all six bolts lined up perfectly, no need to drop the exhaust, and no need to cut or
remove any plastic panels. I would guess the hitch weight at 50 pounds; I used a 8" high
cardboard box to support the hitch while I started the bolts, which made it way easier. The bolts
are M When I ordered it, Amazon kept telling me that it would not fit my auto again, a Siennna. I
double checked the Curt manufacturing webpage, and it was clear this was the right hitch I am
assuming Amazon will get this corrected soon. The hitch was shipped without any box or
strong wrapping, which seems odd. Mine had a few dings on the powdercoat, but not enough to
worry me. I think Amazon should fix this, and put the hitch in a box for shipping. In addition to ,
miles, the minivan has seen ten Wisconsin winters. It has welded nuts on the frame, which were
pretty rusty. I used a M That was a pain, because the passenger side holes are hard to access.
The exhaust pipe needed to be pushed to the side, but not removed whew! Since these are fine
thread bolts, getting the tap started straight is a bit hard. However, cleaning the threads made
the hitch installation go smoothly. I would recommend this hitch -- nicely built, fit perfectly, and
pretty easy to install. Thanks for reading! To be clear, the product seems to be built very well,
and is exactly what I am looking for. The problem that I have is that this product was shipped
without any protective material and even without a box. There was literally no protective
measures taken to ship this in a way that would not damage the product. As a result, I ordered
this the first time and there were multiple chips in the protective coat that had bare metal
exposed. I returned and asked that they ship me a new item. The new item was packaged the
same, and have even more scrapes and chips in the protective coating. Since I live in the
midwest, I deal with snow every year and I also deal with the heavily salted roads every year.
This breed rust in just about everything and the last thing that I want is my trailer hitch rusting
out as I am hauling something. This product seems to be so good, but the person who shipped
it made no attempt to protect the product so that a clean installation could be made and a
reasonable lifespan for this product could be enjoyed. For anyone looking to buy this that has
to deal with rust often, I would not recommend getting this until they figure out how to spend a
few bucks to ship it in a way that actually protects the product. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. We have Toyota Sienna LE. The receiver didn't fit perfectly, most probably
due to the transportation damage, though my husband was able to install it, just had to make
some adjustments. He installed the product on his own, following the instructions sheet and
there was no need to jacked up the car. The receiver looks like a solid and good quality product.
I will update my review in the future after we test the receiver on the road. Reviewed in Canada
on June 1, This seems to be a well built sturdy unit. It came with a scratch as its shipping
package was torn. I recommend better packaging given they go to lengths in their description
about the coating and finishing quality. As far as getting this installed I have a few
recommendations. First plan on at least 2 hours and have someone to help you as it is heavy.
What takes time is the plastic cover under the Sienna wedges in-between the hitch and the car
frame. At the very rear of the cover you need to make a larger cutout noy in the instructions , or
use a small jack and lift the hitch up to squeeze the plastic cover so that all the holes on the
flange sit flatly on the frame. I have a Sienna so this hitch requires extra carving for the pan.
Other than that, it seems of good quality. Report abuse. Easy installation, especially if your just
holding coffee and passing someone one tools. The only part that requires two people is
aligning the bolt holes and getting the carriage bolts started. I was warned not to look at the
holes as I would get detritus in my eyes. I of course looked directly at them and did in deed end
up with stuff in my eyes. And consequencely dropped a carriage bolt on my forehead and cut
myself. Bought for my Toyota Sienna. Fits perfect. Good instructions. These are a very
uncommon thread that Toyota designed for the weldnuts for the hitch. One person found this
helpful. Excellent product, and a perfect fit for my vehicle. Quite heavy for a one person
installation, but I did it somewhat as per good instruction sheet. Not entirely necessary to
remove fiber cover, which needs to be cut a little on drivers side to accommodate left side of
hitch. Right side muffler hanger does not have to be removed either. Tools fit well enough
between the spaces, and neither does this vehicle need to be jacked up. I am neither a mechanic
or weekend mechanic, or even under 65, but this was one job which provided satisfaction when
complete. However to enhance the quality of the product Curt should have included a rubber
cover for the draw bar slot, which is available separately. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: 3 muffler , toyota sienna hubcap , trailer racks , trailer ramp , trailer tow ,

trailer hitch. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. Available from these sellers. Trends
Auto. High-gloss black. Carbide black. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Whatever your task
at hand -- whether it's launching that boat before daybreak, setting up your camper before the
rush or getting a final load to the dump before close -- CURT class 3 trailer hitches offer the
strength needed for serious towing. They make it easy to hitch up and Bring It, offering a
vehicle-specific fit and the weight capacity to handle a variety of trailers. Custom class 3 hitches
are the most common type of receiver hitch for pickup trucks and SUVs. Because of their
weight range, they are also found on full-size cars, crossovers and minivans. Each custom-fit
class 3 hitch package is made for vehicle-specific mounting. This particular kit fits certain years
of the Lexus RX and RXh see application info to verify vehicle compatibility. It provides a weight
carrying capacity of 4, lbs. GTW and lbs. It is also compatible with a weight distribution hitch for
level towing and a rating of 5, lbs. WD and lbs. Each class 3 hitch has a 2" receiver tube and is
tested in accordance with SAE J for safety. To ensure that CURT class 3 receiver hitches have
what it takes for serious trailering, they are designed using a hands-on approach and are
constructed with rugged, high-strength steel and precise welding. We also protect our class 3
hitches in a co-cured finish of liquid A-coat and black powder coat for superior resistance to
rust, chipping and UV damage. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a
complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of
the journey. At CURT, we think every hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design, meaning
seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next adventure. To truly let you Bring It,
our custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite,
inside and out, and durable powder coat. Our hitches come in five classes, offering a range of
weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. We use actual vehicles and cutting-edge software to
develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit your unique make and
model. A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding ensures production
efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each hitch. For maximum
protection, our hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite
undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Our custom-fit trailer
hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for safety and
performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. Camping trips with
family and friends build memories that last a lifetime. CURT offers the equipment needed to tow
everything from teardrop trailers and popup campers to full-length travel trailers. Add even
more adventure by utilizing the receiver tube of your hitch for a CURT hitch-mounted bike rack
or cargo carrier. Do you find the bubbling sound of a boat motor therapeutic? Do you love
lounging on the water with a fishing rod in one hand and a cold drink in the other? No matter
where your next aquatic adventure lies, we offer the weight capacity to tow everything from a
simple fishing boat to a small yacht. And with our co-cured finish applied to each custom hitch,
moisture and rust will be the least of your worries. Is speed the adrenaline rush you need to get
through your week? Do you live on the edge and constantly push yourself to new limits? For
added safety and security on the road, we also offer a variety of cargo straps to keep your toys
locked down tight. Tough jobs require serious tools. From the farm to the construction site to
the industrial park, CURT class 5 hitches are designed and tested to keep up with the
hardworking lifestyle. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery:
Wednesday, March 3. Only 18 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. If this
is a gift, consider shipping to a different address. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for
easy returns. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart
Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details. Ships from

and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Draw-Tite Max-Frame Receiver. Next page. Featured items
you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like
to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you
CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. CURT Trailer
Hitches We offer a custom fit for nearly every vehicle At CURT, we think every hitch should offer
a vehicle-specific design, meaning seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next
adventure. But our standards don't stop at vehicle-specific To truly let you Bring It, our custom
receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite, inside and
out, and durable powder coat. We make over 1, different hitch models Our hitches come in five
classes, offering a range of weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. Key features of CURT
hitches Vehicle-specific design for a custom fit every time Dual-layer rust, chip and UV-resistant
finish Weight capacities ranging from 2, to 20, lbs. Manufactured to let you enjoy your passion.
Expertly engineered We use actual vehicles and cutting-edge software to develop hitch designs
that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit your unique make and model. Precisely welded
A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding ensures production efficiency,
optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each hitch. Co-cured finish For maximum
protection, our hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite
undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Thoroughly tested Our
custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for
safety and performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. Relax
on the water Do you find the bubbling sound of a boat motor therapeutic? Conquer new terrain
Is speed the adrenaline rush you need to get through your week? Master the job Tough jobs
require serious tools. Customers who bought this item also bought. Kuat Racks Sherpa 2. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Installed on a Lexus RX
Good quality hitch and easy installation. Other than that dam plastic cover Lexus installed on
the back of my vehicle the install was super easy. Total install time was less than one hour and
that included fighting with that dam plastic panel to get it back in place. I like that this hitch is
completely hidden except for the receiver. I would definitely recommend this hitch. Even a
novice could install it easily. Call Lexus with the VIN number to find out. If your Lexus did not
come with the tow package you will need to purchase the Curt Manufacturing Trailer Connector
to hook up your lights. Push the clip on the back to the connector to remove the protective
cover. The trailer connector plugs into this wiring harness connector. If you do not have the tow
package you will also need a" Towed Vehicle Light Wiring Controller" available only through
Lexus. The trailer lights will not work without it. The controller plugs into a white receptacle
located on the passenger side of the vehicle. The connector is located in the compartment at
the base of the lower rear inner panel. It is located at the bottom of the panel that sits directly
behind and below the passenger side turn signal. Remove the load lock ring and pop off the
inner panel. You may also need to remove the storage compartment if you have on in this area.
According to Lexus, the controller is located in this location on all models of Lexus. The reason
you need the controller is the brake lights and turn signals on a Lexus are separated systems.
Just another way for the car dealer to make money. If you have the tow package this controller
should already be installed. If your trailer lights do not work after you plug in the wiring
harness. The controller is missing and needs to be installed. Hope this informaiton helps other
Lexus owners. There are several YouTube videos on installing this controller. Works well and
looks well made, but manufacturing quality control is poor. I receive no response from them
whatsoever. One of the mounting holes in this hitch was off slightly making it extremely difficult
to install one of the supplied bolts. The one bolt hole that didn't line up properly was the rear
bolt on the passenger side closest to the bumper and where the tow hook would have been
remounted had I been able to get that bolt started. I eventually got it to go in with much difficulty
and prying but it was very very tight and I was affraid I might strip the threads in the socket or
on the bolt or cross-thread it. All the other bolts in the holes could be turned by hand freely, so
it seemed that only the hole cutout on your hitch was off slightly for this one mounting hole.
There was space around all the other mounting holes where the frame socket threads could be
seen. This one hitch mounting hole was the one where the tow hook had been removed from, so

I also know that the threaded sockets in the frame of my Lexus were okay for this tow hook. I
was not able to remount the original tow hook on the passenger side of the car but was able to
on the driver's side. I just thought I let you know that you might have an issue with the quality
control for this trailer hitch. It turned a simple hour job into a several hour job. Since I had the
frame in position already and was working alone I didn't want to remove it and drill out the hitch
mounting plate hole to allow for more room for the bolt. I was also very frustrated at that point. I
also would have preferred to have the original tow hook remounted on the passenger side as
well, but I didn't want to risk taking the bolt back out once I had it in. I purchased this hitch for
my Lexus RX through Amazon. When I received the box with the hitch there was no damage to
the box but after opening and inspecting there was one tear in the brown paper wrapping on the
left driver's side cross frame of the hitch on the underside and a quarter inch nick out of the
powder coated paint there. I had to spray paint this nick so that the bare metal was not exposed
to the elements and allowed to rust. This added some additional time to the overall installation
as well. Also, the instructions supplied with the the hitch are almost unreadable Thank
goodness for YouTube and some of your distributor's installation videos there. If I see some of
the quality issues reported by some of the other purchases on Amazon with that item, I may be
returning it. I'm hoping it will be fine, but there are a number of customer photos there of poor
weld joints depicted and issues with fitting. I think you might want to take a new look at your QC
practices, at least from my hitch experience and reports from some of your other customers on
their experiences. Unfortunately, I'm questioning my choice of manufacturer now for my hitch
and carrier. This whole process could have been much easier in my opinion and experience.
Awaiting your comments and recommendations, or at least acknowledgment of my feedback for
future improvements to your products. Thank you. All in all this whole system of hitch and
carrier will work fine, but just be aware of the issue that you might run into if your items are
similar to what I received. By Oh-Well-Darn on January 20, Images in this review. The product
itself is very well engineered and built to last. Fit is excellent and 'bolts right in' Tip 1 Takes 2
people only to lift the hitch into place and throw in a couple keeper bolts. Tip 2 Use the hitch
cardboard packaging between the ground and your body. Works well to keep you out of the dirt.
Tip 4 Go get a torque wrench that will do the 86 ft-lbs required. Don't short this step. Tip 5 Ask a
child or spouse to take the Lexus plastic shroud and go clean the thing - both sides. You'll be
glad you did because handling this with a bunch of road dirt is not cool. Tip 6 The plastic
shroud cutting diagrams are an excellent representation of exactly what material needs to be
removed. Look closely This can be halfway fun. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. The hitch is well designed for RX Installation was not difficult, just need an hour or 2.
Some tips i gathered after installed the hitch. As someone already commented, if you are
installing this alone, use the exhaust to hold one end of hitch in place so you can work on the
other end. The box that the hitch ships with can be used as a mat to go on the floor for
installation 3. If possible raise the car 3 inch or so makes the installation much easier. One
person found this helpful. Looks Great, Came quick. Great price alternative, to more expensive
options. Had my mechanic install it,and he indicated it was a breeze. Looks great. Report abuse.
Excellent product, exceptional quality and built for the price. Instructions were clear and easy to
understand. My only advice is to label the bolts as you are removing them from the bottom
panel because after 13 bolts you will get confused on which one foes where. Total install was
less than 3 hrs. Fit perfectly and instructions were clear. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: auto lexus muffler , camper exterior parts , safety accessories for trailers ,
Best Rated in Towing Drawbar Hitches , Best Rated in Towing Hitches , horse trailer parts and
accessories. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. High-gloss black. Carbide black. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Whatever the next item is on your to-do list -- whether it's arriving at the
jobsite before dawn or getting your travel trailer set up in time to see the sunset -- CURT class 4
trailer hitches offer greater towing power to let you Bring It. These custom receiver hitches are
built to tackle bigger jobs and bolder adventures, all while giving you a custom fit for your

vehicle. Class 4 hitches are available for a variety of makes and models, from pickup trucks and
SUVs to full-size and commercial vans. It provides a weight carrying capacity of 10, lbs. GTW
and 1, lbs. It can also accept a weight distributing hitch, offering a maximum WD capacity of 12,
lbs. CURT class 4 tow hitches are as much suited for work as they are for play. With their high
load capacities, they are typically used for towing larger trailers, including everything from a
double-axle utility trailer or livestock trailer to a full-length camper or large boat trailer NOTE:
Never exceed the lowest weight capacity of any towing component. All CURT class 4 receiver
hitches come with a 2" receiver tube opening and all the necessary hardware for a complete
installation. From light-duty to heavy-duty, every CURT custom hitch is engineered to be
vehicle-specific, using actual vehicles to create the optimal design. We then combine
high-strength steel, precise welding and a co-cured finish of liquid A-coat and durable black
powder coat to provide you with a hitch you can depend on. To prove it, we test all our hitches
in accordance with SAE J for safety. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and
a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of
the journey. At CURT, we think every hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design, meaning
seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next adventure. To truly let you Bring It,
our custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite,
inside and out, and durable powder coat. Our hitches come in five classes, offering a range of
weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. We use actual vehicles and cutting-edge software to
develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit your unique make and
model. A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding ensures production
efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each hitch. For maximum
protection, our hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite
undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Our custom-fit trailer
hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for safety and
performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. Camping trips with
family and friends build memories that last a lifetime. CURT offers the equipment needed to tow
everything from teardrop trailers and popup campers to full-length travel trailers. Add even
more adventure by utilizing the receiver tube of your hitch for a CURT hitch-mounted bike rack
or cargo carrier. Do you find the bubbling sound of a boat motor therapeutic? Do you love
lounging on the water with a fishing rod in one hand and a cold drink in the other? No matter
where your next aquatic adventure lies, we offer the weight capacity to tow everything from a
simple fishing boat to a small yacht. And with our co-cured finish applied to each custom hitch,
moisture and rust will be the least of your worries. Is speed the adrenaline rush you need to get
through your week? Do you live on the edge and constantly push yourself to new limits? For
added safety and security on the road, we also offer a variety of cargo straps to keep your toys
locked down tight. Tough jobs require serious tools. From the farm to the construction site to
the industrial park, CURT class 5 hitches are designed and tested to keep up with the
hardworking lifestyle. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 3. Only 6 left in stock order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. About this item This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These items are shipped from and sold by
different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by 4Wheel Online. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal Disclaimer The information
provided is for general informational purposes only. From the manufacturer. Wherever your
work or play takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete
line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey.
CURT Trailer Hitches We offer a custom fit for nearly every vehicle At CURT, we think every
hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design, meaning seamless integration and a reliable
connection for your next adventure. But our standards don't stop at vehicle-specific To truly let
you Bring It, our custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of
liquid Bonderite, inside and out, and durable powder coat. We make over 1, different hitch
models Our hitches come in five classes, offering a range of weight capacities and receiver tube
sizes. Key features of CURT hitches Vehicle-specific design for a custom fit every time
Dual-coat rust, chip and UV-resistant finish Weight capacities ranging from 2, to 20, lbs.
Manufactured to let you enjoy your passion. Expertly engineered We use actual vehicles and
cutting-edge software to develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit

your unique make and model. Precisely welded A combination of robotic welding and skilled
manual welding ensures production efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise
fit for each hitch. Co-cured finish For maximum protection, our hitches are mechanically
descaled and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite undercoating, inside and out, and durable black
powder coat finish. Thoroughly tested Our custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in
America, but every design is rigorously tested for safety and performance at our Detroit testing
facility according to SAE J specifications. Relax on the water Do you find the bubbling sound of
a boat motor therapeutic? Conquer new terrain Is speed the adrenaline rush you need to get
through your week? Master the job Tough jobs require serious tools. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Great fit on my GMC C25 Chevy C20
equivalent even though I did have to drill out two rivets in the rear crossmember for the center
holes on the hitch for best placement. Looks great, coating seems durable and high quality.
Very happy for what I got for the money. Put it on my '80 C10, no issues. Curt makes a great
hitch. Amazon's vehicle fit app is less than perfect, again double and triple check the part and
make sure it really fits your vehicle. I went to Curt web site and called to verify the correct hitch.
Take the time to prove to yourself its the right part. I ordered the curt class IV receiver hitch
twice and both time I received a stock hitch. The product info says Extra-long, extra-thick metal
hangers distribute weight of big loads Bolts easily to frame-no welding! But for some reason
they sent a stock hitch twice. JC Whitney shows a better pitcher of the product and more info
on it. Amazon rep. Thank you amazon for dealing with this issue. This hitch. I think it may be the
best deal I've yet scored online. It is a class 4, meaning 10, gross capacity, 12, as a load
equalizing hitch. We have several vendors in town here, and I checked all of them. The best deal
available for a cash-and-carry hitch was about the price for this one, but in a class 3 model! This
hitch arrived in 2 days on Prime, is well packaged, with hardware and a single-sheet instruction
diagram. The finish is a rock-hard powdercoat gloss black. If that holds up, I look for this hitch
to outlast the truck, easily. Nowhere on this listing does it state this hitch is for a 34" frame. This
one is too narrow for my 95' Cheyenne K I should have double checked with the manufacturers
web site before ordering. As the is the proper hitch for my truck. I was really amazed when four
of the six holes lined up almost perfectly with the factory holes in the frame! One person found
this helpful. Works good bought it to fit a international box truck. Fit the frame perfectly. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Fit great, all hardware provided. Report abuse. The
hitch fit perfectly. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. High-gloss
black. Carbide black. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack
Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second
Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Make your tow vehicle and trailer more secure
by keeping them locked up tight with a CURT hitch lock. Like a hitch pin and clip, a hitch lock is
designed to insert into the fastener hole in the side of a receiver tube in order to hold a ball
mount or hitch-mounted accessory in place. CURT hitch locks allow you to lock your ball mount
into your trailer hitch, deterring theft and preventing anyone from detaching your trailer at the
ball mount and towing away your property without your permission. CURT barbell hitch locks
are comprised of a pin with two end caps and a round locking mechanism. They also come with
a watertight dust cap to keep out the elements and prevent corrosion. For the ultimate in towing
security, a hitch lock and coupler lock used together will provide security at both the
vehicle-side and trailer-side of your towing setup. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical
products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy
every mile of the journey. CURT provides you with the best trailer hitch locks for your towing
setup, so you and your crew can make the most of your adventure. A trailer hitch lock quickly
and easily installs into your trailer hitch receiver and acts as a locking trailer hitch pin for
increased security and peace of mind. Choose from several different sizes, styles and material

options to find the best trailer hitch lock for your lifestyle! Nearly all CURT trailer hitch lock
styles come with quarter-turn lock activation, meaning the key only needs to be turned 90
degrees to open. This makes unlocking the hitch lock fast, easy and convenient whenever
hitching up your vehicle and trailer. CURT hitch locks are equipped to face the outdoor
elements, featuring an included dust cap that protects the internal locking mechanism. The
components of the locking hitch pin are sealed off from rain water, dirt, road salt and other
corrosive elements. To protect the locking hitch pin from the harshness of changing weather
and the outdoors, CURT hitch locks come in a variety of durable finish options, including
stainless steel options for maximum corrosion resistance. To make your life and your towing
adventure as convenient as possible, each CURT locking trailer hitch pin comes with two keys.
This allows you to carry one and store the other in a safe location or give a friend equal access
to your trailer hitch setup. Let CURT take care of hassle of keeping your trailer and cargo secure
with a locking hitch pin. The CURT right-angle trailer hitch lock is extremely easy to handle and
operate, featuring key access on the receiver tube side of the hitch. No straining or struggling to
reach the key hole from the side! This classic trailer hitch lock style is sleek, subtle and highly
reliable, featuring an impenetrable look and key access on the side of the receiver. This hitch
lock makes a great replacement for a standard hitch pin. The deadbolt-style trailer hitch lock
mimics the design of a hitch pin but replaces the hitch clip with a heavy-duty lock. This locking
hitch pin is easy to install, lock, unlock and store as needed. Skip to main content. You can
return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more
about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the
return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices
may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 16 hrs and 50 mins
Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt
for easy returns. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits
your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Sold
by ePartStore and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Receivers, DAT. Next page. Featured items
you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like
to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you
CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. Advantages of
CURT trailer hitch locks. Fast, easy operation Nearly all CURT trailer hitch lock styles come with
quarter-turn lock activation, meaning the key only needs to be turned 90 degrees to open.
Watertight dust cap CURT hitch locks are equipped to face the outdoor elements, featuring an
included dust cap that protects the internal locking mechanism. Enhanced corrosion resistance
To protect the locking hitch pin from the harshness of changing weather and the outdoors,
CURT hitch locks come in a variety of durable finish options, including stainless steel options
for maximum corrosion resistance. Two keys included To make your life and your towing
adventure as convenient as possible, each CURT locking trailer hitch pin comes with two keys.
Relax and enjoy your destination Let CURT take care of hassle of keeping your trailer and cargo
secure with a locking hitch pin. Trailer hitch lock design options. Right-angle hitch lock The
CURT right-angle trailer hitch lock is extremely easy to handle and operate, featuring key
access on the receiver tube side of the hitch. Barbell hitch lock This classic trailer hitch lock
style is sleek, subtle and highly reliable, featuring an impenetrable look and key access on the
side of the receiver. Deadbolt hitch lock The deadbolt-style trailer hitch lock mimics the design
of a hitch pin but replaces the hitch clip with a heavy-duty lock. More items to explore. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Definitely feels like a solid
lock. Like I think another person mentioned though, it does help to modify it if you are OCD
about the lock fitting snuggly. It is a super easy and cheap modification though. Stuck 3 on the
end where I will never have to touch them again and I am using 1 on the locking side. Obviously,
that one has to be put back on before I lock it every time, but it is not a big deal. And, if I ever
lose it, those O-rings came in a pack of 10, so I will survive. It is not my favorite locking

mechanism I like the ones where you push the locking bolt in to lock it, not requiring the key in
it , but as few times as I mess with my hitch lock, the black color and slim profile were my
priorities. Hope this review helps folks. By Landon on September 29, Images in this review.
Otherwise looks like a good product but not if you own a Tacoma. Found many similar reviews
which I somehow failed to read prior to purchase. Just bought the lock and it seems like it is
very sturdy and well made. Its much heavier than it looks and, with a little practice, it goes on
easily. Also like the fairly minimal design. Had to take off a star though because I found out in
an unfortunate way that the keys it comes with LOOK like metal but are really just cheap plastic.
One of my keys quickly cracked and broke off before I even got the lock fully set on my truck.
Fortunately there are 2 so i just have to be careful with the second key. Can't use with ANY
confidence that it'll come back off. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. It looks very
nice on the hitch. I don't play to take the ball off my hitch so this was a good solution. Like any
hitch pin, it has a bit of play and rattles some, so I put standard garden hose washers on either
end to tighten up the gap. It looks very nice on the hitch By ByteSlinger on January 26, The item
itself is pretty sturdy. There are two flaws that made me send it back. The rubber cover for the
lock is so flimsy it is useless. It slid right off even before I mounted the lock, and then twice
more while fitting the pin to the hitch. It will not stay in place long, thus exposing the lock to
dirty. Only a matter of time before the locking mechanism stops working due to dirt ingestion.
The locking mechanism needs to be turned to be locked. It should just be a snap on. Trying to
lock it in place causes the entire pin to just rotate with the turning of the key. It would be better
if the lock just snapped on and was locked without needing the key to lock it. The key should
just be used to unlock. Seems like a nice locking pin. It's simply too short. Also, don't get
confused by "8. There is nothing about this pin that is 8. It's 5" in length including the rubber
grommet. It was locked and someone still stole the hitch. To easy to leverage it off. I don't
recommend. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English.
I bought this after seeing Curt manufacturing advertising they are made in the USA. After a first
short drive with this pin the rubber cap fell off I made sure it was on good before driving The
lock is extremely flimsy and leaves you feeling unsure if it is locked properly or not. Sorry to
say but I am returning this and putting my Reese pin lock back on. One person found this
helpful. Feels like a quality piece, nicely finished, solid. Lock cylinder feels good, not notchy
and rough like some cheaper locks can. I think it will provide many years of service and I'm not
worried about my hitch cover disappearing! Does not fit my Toyota Tundra hitch. My other
problem with this lock is that it requires the key to lock it, making it a bit of a fumble to use.
Other than that the product is fairly decent but since I have not been able to use it I can only
speak as of its look and feel. So had to return it and buy a new one. Too bad. Report abuse.
Buena compra. Translate review to English. Pages with related products. See an
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d discover other items: rv water cap , tow truck equipment , trailer tow , trailer coupler locks ,
trailer security , trailer hitch. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. FREE Shipping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

